Alternate Transportation to/from Raleigh/Durham (RDU) International Airport

(Telephone Number to Airport 919-840-2123)

Price Range:

Most Cabs: $85-$150

Cabs from RDU Airport to Elon University:

RDU Transport Services -------- 919-308-8716 Cost will run around $90/cab

(RDU Transport Services is licensed by the RDU Airport Authority)

American Cab Company -------- 919-821-0095 Cost will run around $120/cab

Cardinal Cab Inc. -------------- 919-828-3228 Cost will run around $110/cab

Safety Taxi Inc. --------------- 919-807-1700 Cost will run around $150/cab

Airport Sedan Service --------- 919-942-5332 Cost will run around $89/cab

Cabs from the Burlington area to RDU Airport:

Golden Eagle Taxi -------------- 336-227-0550 Cost will run around $85/cab

Cabs from the Gibsonville Area:

Gibsonville Yellow Taxi -------- 336-449-5860 or 336-437-7182 (mobile – Cab #40)

Limo Service:

A Formal Affair – AFRMLAFFR@aol.com

6 to 10 people – stretch limo --- 336-263-3458 or 1-888-753-6653
Alternate Transportation to/from Piedmont Triad International (PTI) Airport

(Telephone Number to Airport: 336-665-5600)

Price Range:

Most Cabs: $57-$69

Cabs from PTI Airport to Elon University:

PTI Airport Transportation -------- 877-796-5466 Cost will run around $60/cab
Airport Sedan Service -------------- 336-262-3458 Cost will run around $69/cab
Blue Bird Taxi --------------------- 336-272-5112 Cost will run around $65/cab
Daniel Keck Taxi ------------------- 336-275-6337 Cost will run around $57/cab
United Yellow Taxi ------------------ 336-273-9421 Cost will run around $57/cab

Cabs from the Burlington Area to PTI Airport:

Golden Eagle Taxi ------------------ 336-227-0550 Cost will run around $65/cab

Cabs from the Gibsonville Area:

Gibsonville Yellow Taxi ---------- 336-449-5860 or 336-437-7182 (mobile – Cab #40)

Limo Service:

A Formal Affair – AFRMLAFFR@aol.com

6 to 10 people – stretch limo --- 336-263-3458 or 1-888-753-6653